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WRITING AS A MODE OF LEARNING

JANET EMIG
From College Composition and Communication, May 1977. Copyright 1977 by the

National Council of Teachers of English. Reprinted with permission.

Writing represents a unique mode of learn- Commentary:
ing—not merely valuable, not merely special,
but unique. That will be my contention on this Teachers of other content areas will

need to understand the effect of Emig’spaper. The thesis is straightforward. Writing
serves learning uniquely because writing as a straightforward thesis. No longer can they

ignore the importance of writing. Writing inprocess-and-product possesses a cluster of attri-
butes that correspond uniquely to certain power- the content areas can serve these teach-

ers well. Not only will their students benefitful learning strategies.
Although the notion is clearly debatable, it from the writing experience, but they will

have evidence of the students’ learning.is scarcely a private belief. Some of the most
distinguished contemporary psychologists have
at least implied such a role for writing as heur-
istic. Lev Vygotsky, A. R. Luria, and Jerome
Bruner, for example, have all pointed out that
higher cognitive functions, such as analysis and
synthesis, seem to develop most fully only with
the support system of verbal language—particu-
larly, it seems, of written language.1 Some of
their arguments and evidence will be incorpo- Since Emig wrote her article in 1977, too
rated here. little change has occurred in the teaching

Here I have a prior purpose: to describe as of English. Too many classrooms are still
tellingly as possible how writing uniquely corre- exclusively reading and listening—lecturing
sponds to certain powerful learning strategies. is still the method of instruction in most
Making such a case for the uniqueness of writ- high schools. During one week of spring
ing should logically and theoretically involve 1992, we examined a large high school.
establishing many contrasts, distinctions between One hundred ten out of 123 English
(1) writing and all other verbal languaging pro- classes per day were devoted to lecture
cesses—listening, reading, and especially talk- four out of five days per week. The social
ing; (2) writing and all other forms of compos- studies department did not fare any bet-
ing a painting, a symphony, a dance, a film, a ter—ninety classes per day out of ninety-
building; and (3) composing in words and com- one were devoted to lecture five of the five
posing in the two other major graphic symbol days. The only time the lecture method
systems of mathematical equations and scien- was not in use was during testing. The
tific formulae. For the purposes of this paper, schedule in 98 out of 105 math classes
the task is simpler, since most students are not was divided equally between lecture and
permitted by most curricula to discover the val- seat work (working problems every day) ex-
ues of composing, say, in dance, or even in film; cept when tests were given. The one
and most students are not sophisticated enough teacher in the math department who used
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428 APPENDIX F

collaborative learning and group presenta- to create, to originate formulations, using the
highly abstruse symbol system of equations andtion was labeled a rebel.

Nor did we find a medium-sized college formulae. Verbal language represents the most
available medium for composing; in fact, theEnglish department a paragon of change.

Out of the thirty-six sections of Freshman significance of sheer availability in its selection
as a mode for learning can probably not be over-Writing, thirty were taught by the lecture

method with writing assigned, not taught. stressed. But the uniqueness of writing among
the verbal languaging processes does need to beOf the ninety-two classes devoted to litera-

ture study, all but the three classes on film established and supported if only because so
many curricula and courses in English still con-were taught by the lecture method. The

one course devoted to teacher education sist almost exclusively of reading and listening.
was process oriented and student cen-
tered.

Writing as a Unique
Languaging Process

Sometimes distinctions are made that
Traditionally, the four languaging processesare neat and tidy but, upon closer inspec-

of listening, talking, reading, and writing aretion, became blurred.
paired in either of two ways. The more informa-
tive seems to be the division many linguists
make between first-order and second-order pro-
cesses, with talking and listening characterized
as first-order processes; reading and writing, as
second-order. First-order processes are acquiredConsider children who mark up walls
without formal or systematic instruction; theand “write” in their food.
second-order processes of reading and writing
tend to be learned initially only with the aid of
formal and systematic instruction.

The less useful distinction is that between lis-
tening and reading as receptive functions and
talking and writing as productive functions.Actually, watching television comes
Critics of these terms like Louise Rosenblattcloser to passivity than does reading.
rightfully point out that the connotation of pas-
sivity too often accompanies the notion of re-
ceptivity when reading, like listening, is a vital,
construing act.

An additional distinction, so simple it may
have been previously overlooked, resides in two
criteria: the matters of origination and of graphic
recording. Writing is originating and creating a
unique verbal construct that is graphically re-
corded. Reading is creating or re-creating butIt proves interesting to graph these four
not originating a verbal construct that is graphi-processes according to one’s own experi-
cally recorded. Listening is creating or re-creat-ences. Then share and compare them to
ing but not originating a verbal construct that isthe experiences of others.
not graphically recorded. Talking is creating
and originating a verbal construct that is not
graphically recorded (except for the circuitous
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routing of a transcribed tape). Note that a dis-
tinction is being made between creating and
originating, separable processes.

For talking, the nearest languaging process,
additional distinctions should probably be made.
(What follows is not a denigration of talk as a
valuable mode of learning.) A silent classroom
or one filled only with the teacher’s voice is
anathema to learning. For evidence of the cog-
nitive value of talk, one can look to some of the
persuasive monographs coming from the Lon-
don Schools Council project on writing: From
Information to Understanding by Nancy Martin
or From Talking to Writing by Peter Medway.2

We also know that for some of us, talking is a
valuable, even necessary, form of pre-writing.
In his curriculum, James Moffett makes the
value of such talk quite explicit.

But to say that talking is a valuable form of This very issue—that writing is not writ-
ten talk—coupled with the desire to model,pre-writing is not to say that writing is talk re-

corded, an inaccuracy appearing far too many causes the dilemma in preschool, pre-kin-
dergarten, kindergarten, and even firstcomposition texts. Rather, a number of contem-

porary trans-disciplinary sources suggest that grade concerning the value of taking dicta-
tion, that is, writing the talk of children.talking and writing may emanate from different

organic sources and represent quite different, More research may be needed in this area.
possibly distinct, language functions. In Thought
and Language, Vygotsky notes that “written
speech is a separate linguistic function, differing
from oral speech in both structure and mode of
functioning.”3 The sociolinguist Dell Hymes, in
a valuable issue of Daedalus, “Language as a
Human Problem,” makes a comparable point:
“That speech and writing are not simply inter-
changeable, and have developed historically in
ways at least partly autonomous, is obvious.”4

At the first session of the Buffalo Conference
on Researching Composition (4–5 October 1975),
the first point of unanimity among the partici-
pant-speakers with interests in developmental
psychology, media, dreams and aphasia was that
talking and writing were markedly different
functions.5 Some of us who work rather steadily
with writing research agree. We also believe
that there are hazards, conceptually and peda-
gogically, in creating too complete an analogy
between talking and writing, in blurring the very
real differences between the two.
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In “Non-Magical Thinking: Presenting What are These Differences?
Writing Developmentally in Schools” Emig
hypothesizes on a revision of her state- (1) Writing is learned behavior; talking is
ments here. She writes, “But what if, as evi- natural, even irrepressible, behavior.
dence from many disciplines now sug-
gests, writing is developmentally a natural (2) Writing then is an artificial process;
process? What if it is just as natural . . . to talking is not.
write books and to read them as it is natu-
ral to die or be born?” Natural for this con- (3) Writing is a technological device—not
tent must be quickly defined: As humans the wheel, but early enough to qualify
we seem to have a genetic predisposition as primary technology; talking is or-
to write as well as to speak; and, if we ganic, natural, earlier.
meet an enabling environment, one that
possesses certain characteristics and pres- (4) Most writing is slower than most
ents us with certain opportunities, we will talking.
learn” (Janet Emig, The Web of Meaning,
ed. Dixie Goswami and Maureen Butler (5) Writing is stark, barren, even naked as
(Upper Montclair, N.J.: Boynton/Cook, a medium; talking is rich, luxuriant, in-
1983), p. 136). herently redundant.
Vygotsky in “A Prehistory of Written Lan-

guage” writes, “The gesture is the initial vi- (6) Talk leans on the environment; writing
sual sign that contains the child’s future must provide its own context.
writing as an acorn contains a future oak.
Gestures, it has been correctly said, are (7) With writing, the audience is usually
writing in air, and written signs frequently absent; with talking, the listener is usu-
are simply gestures that have been fixed” ally present.
(L. S. Vygotsky, Mind in Society, ed. Mi-
chael Cole, Vera John-Steiner, Sylvia (8) Writing usually results in a visible
Scribner, and Ellen Souberman (Cam- graphic product; talking usually does
bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, not.
1978), p. 107).

(9) Perhaps because there is a product
involved, writing tends to be a moreWriting allows us to see the mind at
responsible and committed act thanwork. No other symbolizing system is so
talking.complete. If students cannot write clearly,

then they have not thought clearly. If their
(10) It can even be said that throughout his-writing is unorganized, then their thinking is

tory, an aura, an ambience, a mystiquerandom and nonsequential. They have not
has usually encircled the written word;harnessed their own thoughts, and writing
the spoken word has for the most partshows this.
proved ephemeral and treated mun-
danely (ignore, please, our recent na-
tional history).

(11) Because writing is often our represen-
tation of the world made visible, em-
bodying both process and product,
writing is more readily a form and
source of learning than talking.
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Unique Correspondences between
Learning and Writing

What then are some unique correspondences
between learning and writing? To begin with
some definitions: Learning can be defined in
many ways, according to one’s predilections
and training, with all statements about learning
of course hypothetical. Definitions range from
the chemo-physiological (“Learning is changed
patterns of protein synthesis in relevant portions
of the cortex”)6 to transactive views drawn from
both philosophy and psychology (John Dewey,

It may be helpful to write out two defini-Jean Piaget) that learning is the re-organization
tions, one for writing and one for learning.or confirmation of a cognitive scheme in light
Doing this may be revealing.of an experience.7 What the speculations seem

to share is consensus about certain features and
strategies that characterize successful learning.
These include the importance of the classic at-
tributes of re-inforcement and feedback. In most
hypotheses, successful learning is also connec-
tive and selective. Additionally, it makes use of
propositions, hypotheses, and other elegant
summarizers. Finally, it is active, engaged, per-
sonal—more specifically, self-rythmed—in na-
ture.

Jerome Bruner, like Jean Piaget, through a
NJWPT trainers read from a suggestedcomparable set of categories, posits three major

reading list and synthesize their readingways in which we represent and deal with actu-
into summaries. They always remark howality: (1) enactive—we learn “by doing”; (2)
this part of their training benefits them. Foriconic—we learn “by depiction in an image”;
most, it becomes exactly what Emig de-and (3) representational or symbolic—we learn
scribes as involving “the fullest possible“by restatement in words.”8 To overstate the
functioning of the brain.”matter, in enactive learning, the hand predomi-

nates; in iconic, the eye; and in symbolic, the
brain.

What is striking about writing as a process is
that, by its very nature, all three ways of dealing
with actuality are simultaneously or almost si-
multaneously deployed. That is, the symbolic
transformation of experience through the spe-
cific symbol system of verbal language is
shaped into an icon (the graphic product) by the
enactive hand. If the most efficacious learning
occurs when learning is re-inforced, then writ-
ing through its inherent re-inforcing cycle in-
volving hand, eye, and brain marks a uniquely
powerful multi-representational mode for learn-
ing.
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Writing is also integrative in perhaps the
most basic possible sense: the organic, the func-
tional. Writing involves the fullest possible
functioning of the brain, which entails the active
participation in the process of both the left and
the right hemispheres. Writing is markedly bi-
spheral, although in some popular accounts,
writing is inaccurately presented as a chiefly
left-hemisphere activity, perhaps because the
linear written product is somehow regarded as
analogue for the process that created it; and the
left hemisphere seems to process material lin-
early.

The right hemisphere, however, seems to
make at least three, perhaps four, major contri-
butions to the writing process—probably, to the
creative process generically. First, several re-
searchers, such as Geschwind and Snyder of
Harvard and Zaidal of Cal Tech, through mark-
edly different experiments, have very tentatively
suggested that the right hemisphere is the
sphere, even the seat, of emotions.9 Second—or
perhaps as an illustration of the first—Howard
Gardner, in his important study of the brain-
damaged, notes that our sense of emotional ap-
propriateness in discourse may reside in the
right sphere:

Emotional appropriateness, in sum—being
related not only to what is said, but to how
it is said and to what is not said, as
well—is crucially dependent on right
hemisphere intactness.10

Third, the right hemisphere seems to be theAfter working with the concepts and strat-
source of intuition, of sudden gestalts, of flashesegies that make up this book, after reading
of images, of abstractions occurring as visual orand rereading the theories of the scholars
spatial wholes, as the initiating metaphors in theand the pedagogies of the teachers pre-
creative process. A familiar example: Williamsented here, we agree that the process of
Faulkner noted in his Paris Review interviewwriting this book became a unique and pen-
that The Sound and the Fury began as the imageetrating learning experience.
of a little girl’s muddy drawers as she sat in a
tree watching her grandmother’s funeral.11

Also, a unique form of feedback, as well as
reinforcement, exists with writing, because in-
formation from the process is immediately and
visibly available as that portion of the product
already written. The importance for learning of
a product in a familiar and available medium
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for immediate, literal (that is, visual) re-scan-
ning and review cannot perhaps be overstated.
In his remarkable study of purportedly blind
sculptors, Géza Révész found that without sight,
persons cannot move beyond a literal transcrip-
tion of elements into any manner of symbolic
transformation—by definition, the central re-
quirement for reformulation and re-interpreta-
tion, i.e., revision, that most aptly named pro-
cess.12

As noted in the second paragraph, Vygotsky
and Luria, like Bruner, have written importantly
about the connections between learning and
writing. In his essay “The Psychobiology of
Psychology,” Bruner lists as one of six axioms
regarding learning: “We are connective.”13 An-
other correspondence then between learning and
writing: in Thought and Language, Vygotsky
notes that writing makes a unique demand in
that the writer must engage in “deliberate se-
mantics”—in Vygotsky’s elegant phrase, “de-
liberate structuring of the web of meaning.”14

Such structuring is required because, of Vygot-
sky, writing centrally represents an expansion of
inner speech, that mode whereby we talk of our-
selves, which is “maximally compact” and “al-
most entirely predicative”; written speech is a
mode which is “maximally detailed” and which
requires explicitly supplied subjects and topics.
The medium then of written verbal language re- We are reminded of Jasper Neel’s words

that when students engage in the tradi-quires the establishment of systematic connec-
tions and relationships. Clear writing by defi- tional classes of expository writing “they

can avoid writing altogether by providingnition is that writing which signals without
ambiguity the nature of conceptual relation- shells with no interior: spelling, punctua-

tion, sentences, paragraphs, structure, andships, whether they be coordinate, subordinate,
causal, or something other. coherence that are nothing but spelling,

punctuation, sentences, paragraphs, struc-Successful learning is also engaged, commit-
ted, personal learning. Indeed, impersonal learn- ture and coherence” (Jasper Neel, Plato

Derrida, Writing [Carbondale: Southern Illi-ing may be an anomalous concept, like the very
notion of objectivism itself. As Michael Polanyi nois Press, 1988], p. 165). What they pro-

duce is not writing, but antiwriting. Thisstates simply at the beginning of Personal
Knowledge: “the ideal of strict objectivism is type of writing does not show the mind at

work, it shows writing conventions at work.absurd.” (How many courses and curricula in
English, science, and all else does that one sen-
tence reduce to rubble?) Indeed, the theme of
Personal Knowledge is that

into every act of knowing there enters a pas-
sionate contribution of the person knowing
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what is being known, . . . this coefficient is
no mere imperfection but a vital compo-
nent of his knowledge.15

In Zen and the Art of the Motorcycle Mainte-
nance, Robert Pirsig states a comparable theme:

The Quality which creates the world
emerges as a relationship between man and
his experience. He is a participant in the
creation of all things.16

Finally, the psychologist George Kelly has as
the central notion in his subtle and compelling
theory of personal constructs man as a scientist
steadily and actively engaged in making and re-
making his hypotheses about the nature of the
universe.17

We are acquiring as well some empirical con-
firmation about the importance of engagement
in, as well as self-selection of, a subject for the
student learning to write and writing to learn.
The recent Sanders and Littlefield study, re-
ported in Research in the Teaching of English,
is persuasive evidence on this point, as well as
being a model for a certain type of research.18

As Luria implies in the quotation above,
writing is self-rythmed. One writes best as one

Perhaps each of us should create a learns best, at one’s own pace. Or to connect
huge banner that reads ONE WRITES the two processes, writing can sponsor learning
BEST AS ONE LEARNS BEST, AT ONE’S because it can match its pace. Support for the
OWN PACE. This banner might be hung in importance of self-pacing to learning can be
classrooms everywhere. found in Benjamin Bloom’s important study

“Time and Learning.”19 Evidence for the signifi-
cance of self-pacing to writing can be found in
the reason Jean-Paul Sartre gave last summer
for not using the tape-recorder when he an-
nounced that blindness in his second eye had
forced him to give up writing:

I think there is an enormous difference be-
tween speaking and writing. One re-reads
what one rewrites. But one can read slowly
or quickly: in other words, you do not
know how long you will have to take delib-
erating, over a sentence . . . If I listen to a
tape recorder, the listening speed is deter-
mined by the speed at which the tape turns
and not by my own needs. Therefore I will
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always be either lagging behind or running
ahead of the machine.20

Writing is connective as a process in a more
subtle and perhaps more significant way, as Lu-
ria points out in what may be the most powerful
paragraph of rationale ever supplied for writing
as heuristic:

Written speech is bound up with the inhibi-
tion of immediate synpractical connections.
It assumes a much slower, repeated medi-
ating process of analysis and synthesis,
which makes it possible not only to de-
velop the required thought, but even to re-
vert to its earlier stages, thus transforming
the sequential chain of connections in a si-
multaneous, self-reviewing structure. Writ-
ten speech thus represents a new and pow-
erful instrument of thought.21

But first to explicate: writing inhibits “imme- If there is any truth to the theory that
diate synpractical connections.” Luria defines there is intelligence in every molecule of
synpraxis as “concrete-active” situations in which the body, Luria’s “fragment” theory as-
language does not exist independently but as a sumes vast implications.
“fragment” of an ongoing action “outside of
which it is incomprehensible.”22 In Language
and Learning, James Britton defines it suc-
cinctly as “speech-cum-action.”23 Writing, un-
like talking, restrains dependence upon the ac-
tual situation. Writing as a mode is inherently
more self-reliant than speaking. Moreover, as
Bruner states in explicating Vygotsky, “Writing
virtually forces a remoteness of reference on the
language user.”24

Luria notes what has already been noted
above: that writing, typically, is a “much
slower” process than talking. But then he points Again we find Emig further defining her
out the relation of this slower pace to learning: stance. In “Non-Magical Thinking: Present-
this slower pace allows for—indeed, encour- ing Writing Developmentally in Schools”
ages—the shuttling among past, present, and fu- she writes,
ture. Writing, in other words, connects the three
major tenses of our experience to make mean- What are the possible implications of

these research finding for the presenta-ing. And the two major modes by which these
three aspects are united are the processes of tion of writing in schools?
analysis and synthesis: analysis, the breaking of
entities into their constituent parts; and synthe- 1. Although writing is natural, it is acti-

vated by enabling environments.sis, combining or fusing these, often into fresh
arrangements or amalgams. 2. These environments have the follow-
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Fig. F.1. Unique Cluster of Correspondences between Certain
Learning Strategies and Certain Attributes of Writing

Selected Characteristics of Selected Attributes of Writing,
Successful Learning Strategies Process and Product

(1) Profits from multi-representational and (1) Represents process uniquely multi-
integrative re-inforcement representational and integrative

(2) Seeks self-provided feedback: (2) Represents powerful instance of self-
provided feedback:

(a) immediate (a) provides product uniquely avail-
able for immediate feedback (review
and re-evaluation)

(b) long-term (b) provides record of evolution of
thought since writing is epigenetic
as process-and-product

(3) Is connective: (3) Provides connections:

(a) makes generative conceptual group- (a) establishes explicit and systematic
ings, synthetic and analytic conceptual groupings through lexi-

cal, syntactic, and rhetorical devices

(b) proceeds from propositions, (b) represents most available means
hypotheses, and other elegant sum- (verbal language) for economic re-
marizers cording of abstract formulations

(4) Is active, engaged, personal—notably, (4) Is active, engaged, personal—notably,
self-rhythmed self-rhythmed

ing characteristics: they are safe, Finally, writing is epigenetic, with the com-
plex evolutionary development of thoughtstructured, private, unobtrusive, and

literate. steadily and graphically visible and available
throughout as a record of the journey, from jot-3. Adults in these environments have

two especial roles: they are fellow tings and notes to full discursive formulations.
For a summary of the correspondencespractitioners, and they are providers

of possible content, experiences and stressed here between certain learning strategies
and certain attributes of writing see Figure 1.feedback.

4. Children need frequent opportunities This essay represents a first effort to make a
certain kind of case for writing—specifically, toto practice writing, many of these

playful. show its unique value for learning. It is at once
over-elaborate and under specific. Too much of
the formulation is in the off-putting jargon ofNone of these conditions is met in

our current schools; indeed, to honor the learning theorist, when my own predilection
would have been to emulate George Kelly andthem would require nothing less than

paradigm shift in the ways we present to avoid terms like re-inforcement and feedback
since their use implies that I live inside a certainnot only writing but also other major

cognitive processes as well (Emig paradigm about learning I don’t truly inhabit.
Yet I hope that the essay will start a crucial line139).
of inquiry; for unless the losses to learners of
not writing are compellingly described and sub-
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stantiated by experimental and speculative re- What are teachers and schools waiting
for before they change? What research dosearch, writing itself as a central academic pro-

cess may not long endure. these teachers and schools have to sup-
port their adherence to the aging para-
digm?
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